INTRODUCTION
Torque was measured for six vertex angle from 30 o to 1800 , rotational Reynolds number ranged between 2x10 5 to 2x106 and relative roughness from 1000 to 3200 for enclosed system and with out through-flow .
Bayley and Conway studied experimentally the flow in a narrow gap between rotating and a stationary disc in 13) . The torque and pressure were measured for a rotational Reynolds numbers from 0 to 10 7 , mass flow coefficient from 0 to 10 4 for gap ratio C1)/10 from 0.004 to 0.06 . 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
A testing apparatus was designed to carry out the experimental work of this investigation . The apparatus is shown schematically in Fig.2 . Water was used as a test fluid in the experimental work which flows through the inlet opening <20) in the stationary disc of 10 mm diameter and fills the system of the cylindrical housing which contains the discs, see From the dimensional analysis it could be easily shown that the pressure distribution and the frictional moment depend upon five principle independent variables , namely ; the dimensionless gap height CND, the rotational Reynolds number CRe),, the mass flow coefficient CC w ), relative roughness CR/k) and the radius ratio E .
MEASURING METHODS

Pressure Measurements
Radial pressure distributions on the stationary flat disc were obtained from measurements obtained from the static pressure holes along the radius by using a bank of U-tube manometers 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section is concerned with the results of measurements and the effect of measured parameters ; Re, Cue H and surface roughness on radial pressure, frictional moment and the axial thrust force distributions
Radial Pressure Distributions
The effects of changing the relative surface roughness on radial pressure distribution are plotted in Fig.C3 ) . The smooth disc pressure distributions are also included in ths same curves for comparison . Fig.31Ca3 shows the radial pressure profiles at constant rotational Reynolds number, mass flow coefficient, small gap height, He0.013 and four different relative roughness .In addition, the effect of changing the gap height, mass flow coefficient aged the relative roughness upon the radial pressure distribution are shown in Fig.3Cb,c,d ) . It is clear that increasing the surPace roughness of the rotating disc increases the negative pressure coefficient amplitude . Also, the effect of relative roughness on the radial pressure distribution is reduced with increasing the gap height . The 
